
eventmagix
for virtual and 
Hybrid events



• According to actual situation, we understand that
the events sector is initially directed to virtual 
events and later to hybrid events in which there will
be people connected from home and others
phisically.

• In eventmagix we want to offer the best user 
experience for attendees who connect online and 
for the people who attends in person. 

• An user experience tailored to the device from
which the attendee connects.
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Customized WebApp with all the 
information of the event

Virtual event WebApp

Set it up with the modules what you 
need for your event

The access to the WebApp can be 
public or private



Live streaming sessions

Live streaming integration with the 
information of each agenda 
session

Ability to interact with questions to the 
speaker and live voting

The user can choose how he wants to 
watch the streaming and participate



ONE TO ONE
Feature to schedule meetings with
other attendees

VIDEOCONFERENCES 
Meetings can be held by 
videoconference from the WebApp 
itself and from the native App if 
there are in-person attendees

Networking



Ability to include sponsor logos in Live 
Streaming customization

Sponsorship

Sponsor product presentations on Live 
Streaming

Sponsor carousel on the Home of the 
WebApp

Sponsor section with all the information of 
each one



Connecting up to 8 speakers for round 
tables

Streaming

Virtual stage customization with 
background images

Share presentation, questions to
speakers and live voting results

Simultaneous translation



Hybrid events

Native mobile App with all the event
information

The best user experience for the in-event
attendee is the native mobile App:

The same content manager used in 
WebApp for onlilne attendees

Possibility of interacting with other 
physical assistants and also with online 
users

Each user "chooses their own adventure", 
desktop WebApp or native App for mobile 
devices


